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WOODROW WILSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
PHASE I

MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
State Project No. 083-0116N

ADDENDUM NO. 3
May 29, 2019

THE BID DUE DATE FOR ALL BID PACKAGES HAS BEEN
EXTENDED TO JUNE 10, 2019 @ 12:00 P.M.

BID OPENING LOCATION: 
Conference Room “A” 

Middletown Board of Education Central Office
311 Hunting Hill Avenue

Middletown CT 06457

PLEASE SUBMIT ONE ORIGINAL AND TWO COPIES OF YOUR BID. THE
FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR BID, OR YOUR
PROPOSAL WILL BE DEEMED NON-RESPONSIVE:
1. FORM OF PROPOSAL
2. BID SECURITY (BID BOND OR CERTIFIED CHECK)
3. CTDAS UPDATE STATEMENT (if bid exceeds $500,000.00)

I. REVISIONS TO SPECIFICATIONS

Specification Section 006313 - Bidders Prebid Requests for Information

a. Attached to this Addendum No. 3 are CM Prebid RFI Nos. 1 through 36.  MISSING

PREBID RFI RESPONSES SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE NEXT

ADDENDUM. All information contained in these responses is to be used by all
contractors in the preparation of their bids and will form part of their scope of work. 

II. REVISIONS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

None.

III. REVISIONS TO DRAWINGS

None.

IV. ATTACHMENTS TO ADDENDUM

Description Pages

Specification Section 006313 - Bidders Prebid Requests for Information 9   

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 3
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WOODROW WILSON MIDDLE SCHOOL

PHASE I

MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
State Project No. 083-0116N

Bidders' Prebid RFI Questions and Responses

1. CM RFI #1

Bid Package 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage System, Tele/Data

Question: Can MC cable be used within walls?

Response: Yes.

2. CM RFI #2

All Bid Packages

Question: The schedule calls for (5) 10-hour days and (1) 8-hour day. Is it the requirement that we
have to work this schedule, or are we required to work (6) 8-hour days?

Response: The contractors are required to work (6) 8-hour days, as well as hours as needed to
complete work to meet the occupancy dates; and as needed to work off-hours in occupied areas. The
project will be open during the work hours listed and during off-hours when scheduled with the
Construction Manager.

3. CM RFI #3

Bid Package 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage System, Tele/Data

Question: Spec. Section 015000 SOW 1 states that there is no electrical for any field office, but 5b
states there is electrical for the field office, which prevails?

Response: There is temporary power to be installed for the O&G field office, future staging area
and trade contractor meter panel. This work is described in 015000 Power Plan SK-2. Ths work will
not be needed at the start of the Summer 2019, but must be complete by the end of August 2019. 

4. CM RFI #4

Bid Package 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage System, Tele/Data

Question: Who is responsible for utility charges for installation and usage fees?

Response: An allowance has been added for providing the cost to Eversource for the temporary
services. The Owner will be responsible for all usage costs. 

5. CM RFI #5

Bid Package 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage System, Tele/Data

Security spec states that the system is S2 and also states Sonitrol
1. is there a specific Sonitrol vendor that maintains the security system for the school
2. Is there a specific vendor that maintains the fire alarm system for the school? 

Response: 
1. Refer to Sheet EC0.0 for vendors currently servicing the low-voltage systems. The access

control is a separate system from intrusion detection Sonitrol system.
2. Refer to Sheet EC0.0. 
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6. CM RFI #6

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Spec. Section 230923-2.1, 2.3 and 2.3 all reference an existing Honeywell Building
Management System to be expanded, with no substitutions considered. Given the future plans for
further construction at this site in subsequent phases, would the Town consider a new stand-alone
BMS from Alerton furnished by ABS as an acceptable alternate for this work?

Response: Controls scope will be modified in Addendum No. 2 to expand options on controls. 

7. CM RFI #7

Bid Package 1.04 - Electrical, Low Voltage

Question: Re: Drawing EC2.1, Detail 8 - During the tour held after the Pre-Bid Conference, there
was some discussion regarding the ability to tap the existing switchgear bus and the potential need
for a separate disconnect. The disconnect would need to be located outside due to space limitations
in the electrical room. Please advise.

Response: A tap is not required, see the drawings for the fuse change in the existing switch. 

8. CM RFI #8

Bid Package 1.04 - Electrical, Low Voltage

Question: The Aiphone specified, our JF Series, is a product developed last century and will be
phased out later this year. I want to bring your attention to Aiphone’s IX Series 2 solution for
consideration. Please advise if a change will be made to the specification.

Response: The specified product is perfectly suited and cost-effective for the Phase 1 work. There
will be no change made to the specification.

9. CM RFI #9

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Is Tridium Niagara Honeywell WEBs Open by ESC be acceptable? The Tridium Niagara
Honeywell WEBs product meets and/or exceeds the control specifications. Attached are the
controllers and control system documentation for review. Per follow-up call with Mitch Zaweki,
ESC, the Honeywell controller would reside somewhere in the school server and would provide
control of the Administration HVAC systems. It will control the new valves on the radiant heating,
and provide logic to ensure the coordinated space control with the VRF and DOA unit. 

Response: Controls scope will be modified in Addendum No. 2 to expand options on controls. 

10. CM RFI #10

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Spec. Section 220503-2.2 calls for domestic water piping to be Type K. This has not
been industry standard in the past. Can Type L be used as this is the normal selection?

Response: Type L is acceptable. Type K shall be used for installations below slab/grade. 
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11. CM RFI #11

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Re: Boiler Room #5 - What is BP 1.03 responsibility?
a. Make safe for removable by others.
b. Cut, cap and drop for removal by others (equipment removed by others)
c. BP-1.03 complete demo.

Response: All of the work identified in Items (a) thru (c) shall be provided by BP 1.03, including
equipment removal and relocation. 

12. CM RFI #12

Bid Packages 1.01 - Building Abatement and Demolition, 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire

Protection and 1.31 - Sitework

Question: Re: Existing oil tank demo - Please confirm that the existing oil tank will be removed by
the site contractor.

Response: The abatement and demolition contractor shall remove the existing UST as shown in the
documents.

13. CM RFI #13

Bid Packages 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection and 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage

Question: Re: MEP Coordination, BP 1.03, Special Instruction #11 coordination:
1. Will there be enough time with this aggressive schedule to complete a full coordination effort?
2. What electronic files will be handed over - BIM model, Revit, Auto Cad?

Response:

1. Refer to Spec. Section 01 31 16 for coordination requirements. All trade contractors shall
provide adequate resources to complete the coordination and work required by the contract
documents  to meet milestone completion and occupancy requirements.

2. As-built documents shall be provided in PDF and .dwg (AutoCad files). 

14. CM RFI #14

Bid Packages 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection and 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage

Question: Is BP 1.03 providing a lump sum proposal for PH1A and PH1B combined? These are not
separate bids as noted on some of the drawings. Please clarify. 

Response: The bid for BP 1.03 and 1.04 should include the Phase 1A work only; the work that is 
required for the Auditorium Wing demolition and the new work for renovation of the locker room to
Administration, classrooms to Guidance and the temporary portable classroom. 

15. CM RFI #15

All Bid Packages

Question: Re: Background check fee - What is the background check fee per employee?

Response: Refer to Spec. Section 01 35 13 for fees to be paid directly to Goodhire. 
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16. CM RFI #16

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection 

Question: Re: gas meter relocation - There is a note on drawing MEPD1.2 that states existing as
main to be capped and rerouted to the new meter location. Is that work being done in this phase and
has the new location been determined?

Response: This work is not included in this project. 

17. CM RFI #17

Bid Package 1.01 - Building Abatement & Demolition, 1.02 - General Trades/Renovation and
1.31 - Sitework

Question: 
1. Please confirm if patch and repair is the responsibility of the building abatement & demolition

contractor or the general trades contractor.
2. Please clarify what protection is to be provided by the building abatement & demolition

contractor after separation of the portion of the building to be demolished. 
3. Please confirm building abatement & demolition contractor is to provide temporary shoring and

lintels at new openings. 

Response: 
1. The general trades contractor shall provide all patching as needed for acceptable final finishes

after select demolition is complete.
2. The general trades contractor shall provide a plywood temporary wall to maintain security at the

interior of the existing building corridor prior to building demolition. The building abatement &
demolition contractor shall provide plastic sheeting from the roof to the site grade during
demolition and shall secure this sheeting one time directly following building separation. The
site contractor shall maintain the sheeting protection during the underpinning. After the new
foundation work is complete and backfilled, the general trades contractor is responsible for the
security barrier and temporary weather protection of the existing building.

3. Confirmed. 

18. CM RFI #18

Bid Package 1.31 - Sitework

Question: Per Spec. Section 023000 - Soil Investigation Data, there is an available Geotechnical
Report entitled “Geotechnical Engineering Assessment, Proposed Reconstruction of Woodrow
Wilson Middle School, 1 Wildermans Way, Middletown, Connecticut, dated September 21, 2018".
Please forward this report as we would like to review prior to bid date. 

Response: The referenced Geotechnical Report has been attached as part of this Addendum No. 2. 

19. CM RFI #19

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: I would like to get two clarifications out on the VRF system based on vendor questions
to me. Can we do two fabricated RFI’s? 
1. Is Daikin an acceptable VRF system manufacturer:
2. Is a Branch Control (BC) accessory box required for the VRF system?

Response:
1. Yes.
2. Yes, depending on the manufacturer. The box shall be located above the ceiling of the Vault

Storage Room. Condensate, refrigerant, and power are required. Power shall be fed from same
circuit as indoor units. 
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20. CM RFI #20

Bid Package 1.31 - Sitework

Question: 
1. There are no detail for the new asphalt cross section other than the temporary asphalt section. Is

this the section that shall be assumed?
2. There are no details for the bituminous concrete walks. What shall we assume for these?
3. Plan Sheet SL1.00 shows site lighting continuing past the work area. Should we assume

patching in the asphalt A and line painting or removing and replacing walk and curbing?

Response:

1. Confirmed. The temporary asphalt cross section shall be used for all asphalt placement. 
2. The temporary asphalt cross section shall be used for all asphalt placement.
3. Confirmed. The site contractor shall cut and patch as needed for site lighting raceway in

existing asphalt to remain.

21. CM RFI #21

Bid Packages 1.04 - Electrical, Low Voltage and 1.31 - Sitework

Question: There are duct banks that get relocated. There is no further information than that. What
shall we assume as cover? What shall we assume as how many conduits? Are the structures assumed
to be manholes or hand holes and what is their size? How far shall we assume relocating? Whom
will be removing cables/feeders/wires within the pipe?

Response: The duct bank shown to be relocated on Drawing C3.0 shall be demolished. The site
contractor shall coordinate with the electrical contractor for removal of existing conductor prior to
demolition. There are no new raceways required to replace the existing work. The two northern
manhole structures and raceway to the building must be protected at all times. 

22. CM RFI #22

Bid Package 1.02 - General Trades and 1.31 - Sitework

Question: 
1. Site Logistics Plan has a note depicting two areas to utilize a GeoGrid support system and plan

sheet C4.00 shows proposed grading in the same areas. Is it the intent for the Phase 1 BP 1.31
Sitework contractor to grade these areas as proposed on plan sheet C4.00 or utilize a support
system to the dimensions (toe location and height) as noted on Site Logistics Plan? 

2. Plan Sheet C1.00 General Note #9 states that all disturbed areas are to receive 6" topsoil. Is it
the intent to place 6" of topsoil within the fenced-in area depicted on site logistics plan of the
future Middle School site delineated as “Fence to be relocated to these limits on 8/21/19 and
removed completely on 11/30/19" where the original building, parking lot and entrance drive
was located?

3. For BP 1.31 Sitework scope of work item #27, what is the depths of the structural fill, subbase,
and processed aggregate that makes up the vehicular parking area?

4. Underpinning is shown on plan sheet SC1.01. Please confirm that BP 1.02 General Trades owns
all structural concrete (footings and piers) including hand excavation and underpinning work
and BP 1.31 Sitework would be responsible to excavate down face of building to frost
protection depth and remove spoils generated by BP 1.02.

5. Are there structural plans available for the existing building in the area of possible
underpinning. If plans are not available, can an allowance be set up for this work? 
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Response: 
1. The site contractor shall provide stabilization grid and grade to the elevations to the limits and

locations shown on the Site Logistics Plan.
2. The site contractor shall restore with 6" of topsoil and seed all areas outside the fenced area

shown to remain after 8/21/19, on the south and west side of the existing building only.
3. The site contractor shall provide temporary paving section for the westerly extension of the

future staging area described in Scope Item #27.
4. The site contractor shall complete all work as described in this RFI question. Scope of work

items will be revised and included in Addendum No. 4. 
5. Existing building drawings (not as built and limited with respect to structural) have been made

available to bidders. They are located on the general tab of the plan room set up for the project.
The scope of work as defined in the documents shall be included in the base bid. 

23. CM RFI #23

Bid Package 1.02 - General Trades

Question: 
1. Is there a hardware schedule expected to be released? Notes 6 and 7 on AC9.0 (contractor

options) do not clearly indicate what is required on these doors per code or otherwise. Will
hardware sets be identified? 

2. There are no fire ratings noted on new doors, are any rated doors required?
3. AC9.0 general note 5, how is the hardware upgraded for access control? What is required?

There needs to be more information on what to bid regarding this note.
4. What is the existing key system? This will determine what locks we need to order? 
5. Is this a design build? Based on the information (or lack of) who determines if the hardware sets

meet code requirements? 

Response:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

24. CM RFI #24

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Please confirm that the HVAC Water Treatment specified under 232500 is for the Phase
2 project being released for future bidding and not part of Phase 1. 

Response: 

25. CM RFI #25

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Please provide a VRF Diagram from the basis of design manufacturer, so the mechanical
contractor and insulation subcontractor can coordinate the appropriate coverage on piping and
insulation based on the basis of design system.

Response: 
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26. CM RFI #26

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Please confirm Fujitsu can be added as an acceptable manufacturer for the VRF units.

Response: 

27. CM RFI #27

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Please confirm the termination location for the condensate from DOAS-1. Condensate
piping for DAOS-1 is currently not shown on MC1.1, however the Condensate Drain Schedule on
MC0.0 states to “install condensate drain pipe from DOAS to nearest roof drain”. This unit seems to
be an indoor unit. Please verify if this is correct, or please advise on preferred location. I would
recommend tying into condensate system feeding VRV units as well, but drawings would need to be
updated to show the increase in sizing. 

Response: 

28. CM RFI #28

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Drawing MC1.1, Detail #2, shows 3 new sections of finned tube radiation. Please advise
on the equipment tag (R-1 or R-2) and the radiation lengths needed in those areas for accurate
vendor pricing. 

Response: 

29. CM RFI #29

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Please provide a spec for the new 550-gallon fuel oil tank shown on MC1.1. The bidding
contractors for the fuel oil tanks are asking the following questions in order to bid on the temporary
fuel oil tanks:
1. Please advise if Convault, Highland, Xerxes and Containment Solutions are approved

manufacturers for the tanks, for competitive bidding purposes. 
2. Does the owner care if it is a cylindrical or rectangular model?
3. Is a fuel spill container required at the fill line?
4. Fuel and leak gauges. Mechanical? Electronic? Or both? Additional specification or model

information is needed to determine this system. 
5. Leak gauge, leak alarm wired back to BMS. Additional specifications or model information is

needed to determine this system.

Response: 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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30. CM RFI #30

Bid Package 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection 

Question: Please advise if ProPress Copper Systems (Viega, Nibco, etc.) would be acceptable for
the condensate systems for piping 2" and smaller, in lieu of copper soldered systems, currently
specified. Since ProPress is acceptable for hydronic systems, please verify it would be acceptable
for condensate systems. 

Response: 

31. CM RFI #31

Bid Packages 1.01 - Abatement and Demolition, 1.02 - General Trades and 1.03 - Plumbing,

Mechanical, Fire Protection 

Question: Who is responsible for opening and closing existing walls for any new piping, ductwork,
etc.? With the P.L.A., we are assuming the masons would own masonry walls, sheetrockers would
own sheetrock walls, etc., please confirm. 

Response: All select demo required shall be performed by BP 1.01 - Abatement and Demolition.
Extents are as shown on the ACD drawings. Any additional demolition required must be identified
by the BP 1.03 Mechanical contractor prior tot he start of select demolition.

32. CM RFI #32

Bid Packages 1.01 - Abatement and Demolition, 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

and 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage System, Tele/Data

Question: 
1. Who is responsible for closing up the concrete slabs when existing piping or ductwork is

removed? With the P.L.A., we are assuming the concrete contractor. Please advise. 
2. Who owns cutting up any interior slabs for mechanical piping and ductwork for existing and/or

new construction? With the P.L.A., we are assuming the concrete contractor. Please confirm.
3. Who owns trenching, excavating, and backfilling for the underground mechanical (plumbing or

HVAC) piping, if applicable? We are assuming the site contractor, but please verify this is not
on the mechanical contractor. 

Response:

1. There is no below grade MEP work anticipated. If field conditions require slab removal, BP
1.01 - Abatement & Demolition shall complete. 

2. Same as 1. above.
3. Same as 1. above.

33. CM RFI #33

Bid Packages 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection and 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage

System, Tele/Data

Question: Are there any associated CAD fees with signing over the release forms from the architect
to start our 3D coordination?

Response: 
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35. CM RFI #35

Bid Packages Bid Packages 1.01 - Abatement and Demolition, 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical,

Fire Protection and 1.04 - Electrical, Low-Voltage System, Tele/Data

Question: Please verify that BP 1.03 owns a cut, cap, make safe demo effort, with the demo
contractor doing mass demo and removal. With the P.L.A. in place, this is common practice,

however RFI #11 contradicts itself by stating MEP owns both item a. Make safe for removable by

others, and item c. Complete demo. With the P.L.A. in place, we are assuming demo and removal
by others and we own a cut, cap, make safe effort. If this is correct, please clarify in an official bid
notification.

Response: 

36. CM RFI #36

Bid Packages Bid Packages 1.03 - Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire Protection

Question: Please confirm that the duct mounted hot water coils, hydronic unit heaters, hydronic
cabinet unit heaters, radiant floor heating, and radiant panels, specified under 238200, is for the
Phase 2 project, being released for future bidding, and not part of Phase 1. 

Response:


